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1. Definition of Key Terms  
 

Colony: a country or area that is politically controlled by a stronger country. Hong Kong was a British 

colony and it subsequently returned under the control of China. 

Extradition to mainland: is an act in which one jurisdiction transfers to their own law enforcement 

a person charged or convicted of committing a crime in another jurisdiction.  

Hong Kong Basic Law: is a document which comprises the Hong Kong constitution. Basic Law 

guarantees freedom, such as freedom of assembly and freedom of expression. One of the rules of 

Hong Kong Basic Law is “one country, two systems”. 

One country, two systems: is a constitutional principle defining the governance of Hong Kong and 

Macau, which in 1997 and 1999 respectively became Chinese regions. Deng Xiaoping suggested that 

there would be only one China, but these two regions could retain their own economic and 

administrative systems. For about 50 years (up until 2047), the two regions will continue to have 
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their own system of government, legal, economic and financial affairs, including trade relationships 

with foreign countries. Hong Kong is a special administrative region. 

2. Introduction 
 

Protests broke out in 2019 over a proposed bill that many people in Hong Kong felt would breach 

the principle of "one country, two systems", the bill dealt with China. The bill allows local authorities 

to detain and extradite foreign criminals sought in territories which have no extradition 

arrangements with Hong Kong. 

The protests began in June 2019. They began as peaceful mass marches, typical of modern times, 

and erupted into a major political crisis in the world. One main goal is to remove a controversial bill 

that would have allowed fugitives to be extradited to China. Critics were worried that Beijing might 

use the bill to prosecute people under China's opaque legal system for political reasons.  

The campaign rapidly expanded to include five main demands: 

○ Fully revoking of the extradition bill 

○ Setting up of an independent commission to investigate police violence 

○ Withdrawal of early demonstrations as "riot" 

○ Release of those detained at protest 

○ Implementing of universal suffrage in Hong Kong 

3. Timeline of Events 
 

1842 - China cedes Hong Kong to Britain after the First Opium War.  

1898 - China leases the New Territories to Britain for 99 years from 1 July. 

1941 - Japan occupies Hong Kong.  

1946 - Britain re-establishes civil government.  

1950s - Based on light industry, Hong Kong experiences an economic renaissance. 

1970s - Hong Kong is known as an "Asian Tiger" - one of the economic powerhouses of the world — 

with a booming high-tech economy. 

 

Countdown to handover 
 

1982 - Britain and China begin negotiations on Hong Kong's future. 
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1984 - Britain and China sign a Joint Statement on the Terms for Hong Kong's 1997 return to Chinese 

rule, under the formula of "one country, two systems," 50 years after the handover. 

1990 - Beijing officially ratified the Basic Law of Hong Kong upon implementation. 

One country, two systems 
 

1997 July - Hong Kong is handed back to the Chinese authorities after more than 150 years of British 

control.  

Pro-democracy protests 
 

2014 July - Protesters take part in what organizers say might be the largest rally for democracy in 

Hong Kong in a decade. 

2014 August - The Chinese government opposes a fully democratic election for Hong Kong's chief, 

regarding the 2017 elections, stating that only Beijing-approved candidates will be allowed to run. 

2014 September-November - Pro-democracy demonstrators occupy the city center for weeks in 

protest at the decision of the Chinese government to limit the options of voters in the 2017 Hong 

Kong leadership election. At the height of the Occupy Central demonstrations, more than 100,000 

people took to the streets. 

2015 June - The Legislative Council rejected plans to elect the next chief of the region. The proposals 

remained the same as those proposed by China in 2014, following pro-democracy demonstrations 

and a lengthy consultation process. 

2016 August - Protesters denounce the disqualification of six independent candidates from 

elections to the Legislative Council on September 4. 

2016 September - A new generation of pro-independence activists won seats in the legislative 

council elections at the highest turnout since Britain's 1997 transfer to China. 

2016 November - As Beijing decides to have two pro-independence senators removed from office, 

thousands of people assemble in central Hong Kong to show their support for China's interference 

in the political affairs of the territory. 

2017 June - Chinese President Xi Jinping visits Hong Kong to swear to Chief Executive Carrie Lam and 

uses his visit to warn against any attempt to undermine the impact of China on the Special 

Administrative Region. 

2017 January - Demonstrations against activities in the region to establish officials from mainland 

China. 

2019 June-July - Hong Kong sees demonstrations against anti-government and pro-democracy, 

including violent police clashes, against a proposal to allow extradition to China. 
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4. Background Information 
 

Hong Kong is Chinese special administrative region, located on the southern coast of China, east of 

the Pearl River estuary. The region is bordered on the north by the province of Guangdong and on 

the east, south and west by the South China Sea. It consists of Hong Kong Island, ceded by China to 

Great Britain. The Joint Declaration between China and Britain signed on December 19, 1984 

returned Hong Kong to China, officially executed July 1, 1997. 

After Qing China ceded Hong Kong Island at the conclusion of the First Opium War in 1842, Hong 

Kong became a British Empire colony. In 1860, after the Second Opium War, the colony spread to 

the Kowloon Peninsula and further extended when Britain secured a New Territories 99-year lease 

in 1898. In 1997, the region returned to China. As a special administrative region, under the concept 

of "one nation, two systems," Hong Kong retains governance and economic systems distinct from 

those of mainland China. 

Civil unrest erupted in the city's streets in 2014 and again in 2019. The protests of 2019 started as 

peaceful protests against a proposed extradition bill that would have put Hong Kong ever closer to 

the control of mainland China. The demonstrations for democratic reforms with up to a million 

people have failed to pressurize the government. The protests became more aggressive and the 

government's reactions more violent. For months now, the world has been fed with spectacular 

images of apocalyptic scenes in a seemingly paralyzed high-tech city. 

In August, demonstrators lined the airport in Hong Kong. They carried signs and adorned the walls 

and floors with messages which explained why they rallied and disrupted the transportation hub. 

Others taped bandages over their eyes, dropping red ink to represent a female volunteer medic's 
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injury. She had been struck by a beanbag round, allegedly fired by police during a demonstration 

earlier that month. 

The demonstrations at the airport encapsulated months of Hong Kong chaos, which only escalated 

in the ensuing weeks. Demonstrations and sit-ins have now taken place uninterrupted for about 26 

weeks, often turning tense and aggressive as tear gas and rubber bullets have been employed by 

the police. November was particularly brutal: a protester was shot by the police and a 

demonstration-occupied university campus came under police siege. 

What started in June as a targeted protest against a controversial extradition bill has turned into a 

battle for Hong Kong's future. Protesters are not just fighting against their local government. They 

are challenging one of the most powerful countries on earth: China. 

5. Major Countries Involved 
 

For the first time, China reacted to the protests by claiming that they did not exist. For example, 

instead of covering the storm on the Legislative Council in July, the state-controlled media in China 

displayed propaganda celebrating the 1997 handover. 

That changed, however, as the protests continued and China's campaign for rhetoric and 

disinformation intensified. Chinese state-run media are now actively promoting the idea that the 

protesters are rioters or "paid provocateurs" and the Chinese authorities are actively 

misrepresenting footage to denigrate the protesters. In August both Facebook and Twitter said that 

they found accounts from China spreading false news about the demonstrations in Hong Kong. 

China showed a video of a protester accepting cash after the same protesters had been shot in the 

eye in August, trying to make the point that the whole incident was fake. 

China also believes that the West, especially the US and the CIA, by paying demonstrators, is trying 

to foster unrest in Hong Kong. 

China's ambassador to the UK cautioned British lawmakers against interfering in the affairs of Hong 

Kong in the midst of protesters-police clashes. Liu Xiaoming, Ambassador of China to the United 

Kingdom, said the UK would "refrain from saying or doing anything that would interfere with or 

weaken Hong Kong's rule of law." The Chinese ambassador to the UK warned that if conditions 

continue to deteriorate, Beijing will intervene in Hong Kong. He said that the region faced its most 

serious situation, since it was handed back from the UK to China in 1997. 

United States President Donald Trump invited his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping to meet with the 

demonstrators in Hong Kong who were demanding democratic reforms. Mr. Trump had previously 

suggested that he should meet with Mr. Xi Jinping himself to discuss the region's crisis. 

6. UN Involvement 
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The UN Human Rights Office has accused Hong Kong police of defying international norms and 

standards in their use of weapons. The Geneva-based UN body's unprecedented involvement adds 

to international calls for Hong Kong to initiate an independent investigation into the anti-

government demonstrations that have shaken Hong Kong for over two months.  

Hong Kong will immediately launch an efficient, timely, unbiased and impartial investigation into 

violent acts, including the shootings. 

"To the greatest extent possible, freedom of peaceful assembly should be enjoyed without 

restriction, but on the other hand, we cannot accept people who use masks to cause violence," U.N. 

Michelle Bachelet, the High Commissioner, said. 
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